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Indeed, it is obviously against their interest to solve problems without America, since that would discourage
U. Slobodan Milosevic may be an ineffective nationalist, but his ascent to and hold on power has always been
based on nationalism. Without doubt, the situation is tragic. Even the moderate Kosovo political leadership is
unlikely to accept autonomy, whatever the formalities of any agreement. Yugoslavia underwent a period of
economic and political crisis in , as a massive government program of economic reform widened the gap
between the rich north and poor south of the country. Indeed, contrast U. In effect this meant that Primakov
was being sidelined. There was a perception among Serbian nationalists that Serbs were being driven out of
Kosovo. Kosovo endured a heavy secret-police presence throughout most of the s that ruthlessly suppressed
any unauthorised nationalist manifestations, both Albanian and Serbian. The differences lay in what was
subsequently added in. In the view of the Russian government, he said: Those who are involved in this
unilateral use of force against the sovereign Federal Republic of Yugoslavia â€” carried out in violation of the
Charter of the United Nations and without the authorization of the Security Council â€” must realize the heavy
responsibility they bear for subverting the Charter and other norms of international law and for attempting to
establish in the world, de facto, the primacy of force and unilateral diktat. This experience laid the groundwork
for later instances of unilateralism, including the George W. People need to see victims in their living rooms.
Were any other nation to make such a demand of the U. If the U. Like all civil wars, the fighting in Kosovo is
ugly. In the Russo-German proposals, however, the UN was assigned major roles. Therefore, the use of it was
more by default than Russian desire. Chernomyrdin had accepted that the international security presence
should be NATO-led. Grant that Serbian treatment of Kosovars has been atrocious. Is war the right remedy in
these cases? The latter, indeed, was to be sacked by Yeltsin as Prime Minister the following month. These
divisions became more pronounced towards the conclusion of the conference, when a collapse of the talks
appeared likely. The case for humanitarian intervention under international law was based on preventing more
Serb atrocities, but in practice that meant supporting the Kosovo Liberation Army KLA â€”a group that U.
The administration obviously believes that NATO can push Yugoslavia hard enough to force autonomy,
without pushing so hard as to yield independence, for Kosovo. The West is also ever-ready to ignore brutal
civil wars and anti-secessionist campaigns conducted by allies. Its purpose was allegedly to occupy the
northern part of Kosovo, where the majority of its Serbian population lived, and assist the Milosevic
government in effectively partitioning the province. If we do, it could blow up the Balkans. It would attempt
to micromanage a guerrilla conflict, likely spreading nationalistic flames throughout the region. The strife in
Kosovo is precisely the sort of conflict that Washington should avoid. There will almost certainly be times in
the future when America will have to consider war against other nations. In fact, one might say that towards
the end, the talks were less about Kosovo and more about relations within the Contact Group. Americans also
picked up an increasing share of the operational slack, not least because of the wide gap in capabilities
between U. Thus it seemed to offer a comparable forum. He has already lost the Serbs in Bosnia and Croatia.
Finally, a bombing pause was proposed once the withdrawal of Serb military and other forces had begun; this
to be made permanent once the withdrawal was completed. Instability on the periphery of Europe has other
consequences - economic and cultural, for instance - but they are minimal. Indeed, an administration
concerned about casualties is not likely to press too hard to disarm the KLA, a process that proved infeasible
in Somalia under similarly difficult circumstances. Washington and other leading European governments are
normally willing to tolerate genocide and mass murder around the globe - witness Cambodia decades ago,
Sudan continuously for years, and Burundi and Rwanda more recently. Washington does not have even a
minor interest in preventing Europe from having to deal with the detritus in the Balkans left over from the
Cold War.


